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We study the Brown measure of certain non-Hermitian opera-
tors arising from Voiculescu’s free probability theory. Usually 
those operators appear as the limit in �-moments of certain 
ensembles of non-Hermitian random matrices, and the Brown 
measure gives then a canonical candidate for the limit eigen-
value distribution of the random matrices. A prominent class 
for our operators is given by polynomials in �-free variables. 
Other explicit examples include R-diagonal elements and el-
liptic elements, for which the Brown measure was already 
known, and a new class of triangular-elliptic elements. Our 
method for the calculation of the Brown measure is based on a 
rigorous mathematical treatment of the Hermitian reduction 
method, as considered in the physical literature, combined 
with subordination and the linearization trick.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Eigenvalues of non-Hermitian random matrices

The study of the eigenvalue distribution of non-Hermitian random matrices is re-
garded as an important and interesting problem, especially in the mathematical physics 
literature. Unfortunately, most of the methods used for the study of Hermitian random 
matrices fail in the non-Hermitian case, which makes the latter very difficult.

1.2. Convergence of �-moments. Free probability theory

Usually we are interested in the behavior of the random matrix eigenvalues in the 
limit as the size of the matrix tends to infinity. It is therefore natural to ask: does a 
given sequence of random matrices converge in one sense or another to some (infinite-
dimensional) object as the size of the matrix tends to infinity? It would be very tempting 
to study this limit instead of the sequence of random matrices itself.

In order to perform this program, we will use the notion of a W �-probability space 
(which is a von Neumann algebra A equipped with a tracial, faithful, normal state 
φ : A → C). The algebra AN = L∞−(Ω, MN ) of N × N random matrices with all 
moments finite equipped with a tracial state φN(x) = 1

NE Trx for x ∈ AN fits well into 
this framework (to be very precise: the definition of a von Neumann algebra requires 
its elements to be bounded which is not the case for the most interesting examples of 
random matrices, but this small abuse of notation will not cause any problems in the 
following).

We say that a sequence of random matrices (AN ), where AN ∈ AN , converges in 
�-moments to some element x ∈ A if for every choice of s1, . . . , sn ∈ {1, �} we have

lim
N→∞

φN (As1
N · · ·Asn

N ) = φ(xs1 · · ·xsn).

It turns out that many classes of random matrices have a limit in a sense of �-moments 
and the limit operator can be found by the means of free probability theory [40,24,28,37].

1.3. Brown measure

The Brown measure [10] is an analogue of the density of eigenvalues for elements 
of W �-probability spaces. Its great advantage is that it is well-defined not only for self-
adjoint or normal operators; furthermore for random matrices it coincides with the mean 
empirical eigenvalue distribution. We recall the exact definition in Section 2.1.

1.4. The main tools: (i) Hermitian reduction method

In this article we study rigorously the idea of Janik, Nowak, Papp and Zahed [26] which 
was later used in the papers [15,13,14] under the name Hermitian reduction method.
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